
1- Abstract

In this senior design project, we will be designing an electric bus system for

KFUPM campus. This paper discusses the current bus system at KFUPM

and its impact on the environment. It also proposes several designs for

changing the bus system to be operating fully on pure electricity. Each of

the designs is then studied in the case of being implemented at KFUPM. In

addition, the designs are compared based on their cost and their effect on

the power network. Finally, the paper ends with some suggestions and

recommendations regarding the proposed designs. .

2- Objectives

The objective of this project is to investigate the feasibility of replacing the 

existing bus system at KFUPM into an electric bus system. The study will 

look into the amount of reduction in emissions, cost, and convenience for 

the users of the bus system. Also, the issue of the e-bus charging will be 

investigated. The team will develop a charge schedule that is efficient and 

has minimal impact on the existing electricity infrastructure. 
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9- ETAP Implementation

10- Conclusion

One of the main objectives of our project was to propose an

appropriate charging schedule for each design. Taking into account

the different specifications for each design (battery capacity,

efficiency, required power), we were able to construct three charging

schedules that best fit our goals. During the process of constructing

the charging schedules, we tried to minimize the load of the buses on

the network as much as possible by using a suitable number of

chargers and maximizing the charging time.

From our results, we can say that plug-in charging is the most

efficient design to be implemented at KFUPM due to its low cost

compared to the other designs and its low peak charging power

which would not affect the current power network at KFUPM.

8- Bus route, KFUPM Campus.

4-Emissions

By implementing the Electric-Bus system, the emissions will 

be eliminated as shown in the following table:

ــــــ 1 km

ــــــ 2 km

5-Specifications of the proposed designs

Primove ABB TOSA BYD K9

Total Capacity 80 Passenger 133 Passenger 40 passenger

Battery Type Lithium-Ion Lithium Titanate 

Oxide

Iron Phosphate

Battery 

Capacity

60 kWh 38 kWh 360 kWh

Charging 200kW- 25 

Minutes

200kW – 4 

minutes

40 kW

Range 13 km 3.5 km 249 km

6-Initial cost of the designs

7-Implementation of the designs at KFUPM and their daily 

cost of operation

Primove ABB TOSA BYD K9

Bus Price $430,000 $ 465,000 $323,000

Charger $100,000 $90,000 $53,000

KFUPM

Cost of Buses $8,600,000 $9,300,000 $6,500,000

Cost of 

Chargers

$500,000 $450,000 $212,000

Total Cost $9,100,000 $9,750,000 $6,712,000

Primove ABB TOSA BYD K9

Distance Between 

Charges  

5 km 2.5 km 30km

Bus Efficiency 4.6 kWh/km 11 kWh/km 1.58 kWh/km

Charge Energy 

Needed

23 kWh 27.5 kWh 47.5 kWh

Charging Time 10 Minutes 5 Minutes 2 Hours

Required Power 138 kW 330 kW 24 kW

Daily Cost of 

Operation

$281 $672 $53
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4-E-Bus Designs

A- Wireless Charging (Primove).

B- Flash Charging (ABB TOSA).

C- Plug-In Charging (BYD K9).

Bus Parking

Load flow of Loop #1 after adding the flash charger

Load flow of Loop #2 after adding the flash charger

As we can see from the figures above, adding the two flash

chargers in the students housing area resulted in a slight drop in

the bus voltages without causing any errors. Therefore, we can

say it is safe to implement the flash charging design at KFUPM.




